
2020 Fall Hybrid Model and Online Classes Guide (Student)

General Rule
In order to offer classes in effective ways while complying with quarantine guidelines, Ewha 
Womans University offers classes as following:

Hybrid Model (On/Off)
 Offline classes are conducted in the classroom, and at the same time, online classes

(real-time transmission, post-uploading of offline classes, etc. ) are provided.
 Students can choose their own preferred class method, either offline or online, for each

course and attend accordingly. (See page 2 for guidelines on how to choose class
method.)

 There is no discrimination/penalty on attendance and grades between offline and online
students.

Meaning of “50 Registered Students” for Theoretical & Theoretical/Practice 
Courses

Change of Class Method for Theoretical & Theoretical/Practice Courses
Hybrid model includes both offline and online classes. However, if there is a specific 
method of class that both the professor and students prefer for better and effective 
learning, the method can be changed only when both the professor and students agree 
and is approved by the president of the college. 

Theoretical &
Theoretical/Practice 

Courses

Online Classes(whole semester) if more than 50 registered students
Hybrid Model(On/Off) if less than 50 registered students

Lab Courses
Hybrid Model(On/Off)
(Offline classes can be included depending on courses. See course 
syllabus.)

1
Based  on  the  total  number  of  registered  students  after  the  course 
registration period.

2

Method of classes does not change even if the number of registered students 
changes after the registration confirmation and changing period.
Ex 1) Initially 49 registered students, Hybrid model → Changes to 55 students after 
changing period, still Hybrid model
Ex 2) Initially 55 registered students, Online class → Changes to 49 students after 
changing period, still online class



※However, only available within the limit of classroom capacity if changed to offline classes.
Ex) All 30 students and professor both agrees to have class as following → Available

  Unify as either entire offline class or online class / Differ by weeks or dividing into first and  
  second half of semester / Classes in groups / etc.

How to Choose Class Method (On/Off)
Students can choose their own preferred class method, either online or offline for hybrid 
model, via Eureka Portal. The menu will be opened after course registration period.

Note
1) Students cannot change the class method during the semester after the second (final)

selection period. However, in case of inevitable situations (health reasons, etc.),
one-time change is possible with the approval of the professor.

2) Classrooms can be relocated based on the number of registered students who have
chosen [offline class] during the first selection period. Therefore, during the second
selection period, the number of students who can choose [offline class] based on the
final classroom capacity may be limited on first-come, first-served basis. Please
understand that this is to consider the limited classroom capacity and stable quarantine.
Ex) In case of chosen as following during the 1st selection period,

2nd Selection: Additional registration is available up to 65 (original registration limit).
However, [Offline] is allowed to only 30 students (half of 60 students) on a 
firt-come, first-served basis. (The rest are assigned as [online]

※ Details may vary depending on the COVID-19 situation. Confirmed information will be posted when
registration system is opened.

Classrooms are subject to change depending on the number of 
students who chose offline class in order to make enough space 
between students in classrooms. (Consider class division if needed)

2nd

(Final)

Within 7 days 
after course 
registration 

confirmation and 
changing period

Students can choose their own preferred class method for their 
registered hybrid model classes.

Students can change their preferred class method they initially chose 
(off↔on) or choose class method for newly registered class. 
In order to provide students the opportunity to experience both 
[offline] and [online] class methods, the selection period will be given 
about a week, and the professors will be guided to ensure that 
attendance will not graded from the beginning of the semester until 
the second (final) selection period.

1st

Within 2 days 
after course 
registration 

during break

Offline Online Note

20 10
Relocate to 60-person 

classroom (more than twice 
as 20)

Registration Limit Registered

65 30




